
Oracle SAM Inventory delivers

Oracle Server Worksheet (OSW) 

report

Oracle license compliance risk 

assessment

Complete overview of installed 

Oracle software and actual licenses

Oracle databases are the mainstay of many successful IT operations and is likely to allocate a significant

proportion of its IT budget spend towards licensing, managing and maintaining these technologies. That’s

why optimizing these costs can lead to substantial savings.

To break down the costs and to enable all stakeholders to make optimal licensing and configuration

decisions, you need a Software Asset Management (SAM) Inventory of the deployed Oracle software on

servers along with a review of your corresponding license documentation and licensing needs. The

purpose of Oracle Review is to identify possible legal and other risks associated with installed and used

Oracle software and provide recommendations to reduce them.

Recommendations on licensing 

improvements and cost optimization

Readiness for Oracle license 

true up and Oracle LMS Audit.

Cut the spending on

Understanding about 

Oracle licensing policies

Information about Oracle software and 

database products, which are installed

(incl. installed and used Oracle 

database Options, Management packs 

and named user access);

Information about Oracle licenses. 

proof of purchase data and license 

entitlements for Oracle software, 

which was identified on Customer 

computer systems.

During the Inventory SQUALIO collects and analyzes the following:

1. 2.

Oracle databases
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Oracle SAM Inventory

Project overview;

License compliance overview;

Risk assessment;

Recommendations; 

Detailed inventory report

Overview of license situation with risk 

assessment and recommendations for 

mitigation risks and optimizing 

licenses. 

Project start with kick-off 

meeting, project plan and 

technical preparation.

delivery process
Planning Server scanning License collection Analysis Result presentation

Server system specification and 

installed software collection using 

certified scanning tools.

Software license electronical 

entitlement and license confirmation 

document collection.

Collected data processing in 

accordance to software licensing 

rules and draft result preparation.

Oracle review reports

Deliverables

Overview of license compliance situation, 

which consists of the following parts; Price
Up to 25 

Oracle DBs

Up to 100 

Oracle DBs

3 000 EUR 5 000 EUR 

without VAT, per project
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Why Oracle LMS?

We are different!

Our key partners:

We are exeptional in:

LICENSE 
MANAGEMENT 

SERVICES

We are a European trusted player and deliver worldwide 

We deliver end to end software services

We operate in high speeds with customer dedicated resources

We are PROs in Software Asset Management globally

We work with over 400 leading software vendors worldwide

We provide by default, what others provide as premium 

services! 

Oracle License Management Services (LMS) is a

global team of licensing experts and consultants that

works closely with customers and partners to help

them extract the full value from their Oracle

investments. Oracle LMS provides customers with the

authoritative voice, coupled with practical advice, on all

aspects of Oracle’s licensing policies.

We can help you to:

Understand the best way to structure your 

licensing to meet business objectives.

Obtain a detailed understanding of your Oracle 

environment and investment.

Ensure asset management best practices are 

implemented.

Identify spare capacity and optimise the use 

of your Oracle investment.

Quantify and resolve the financial risk of 

noncompliance.

Ensure informed decision-making regarding 

future IT developments.

Provide for accurate budgeting and reporting.

Oracle LMS offers a range of customisable services

that help customers and partners make more informed

decisions for optimising their current Oracle license

estate—and identifying future requirements. Engaging

with Oracle LMS can be done at any time before or

after signing Oracle license contract.


